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It is shown that, when a < -1, the Laguerre operator b = xy” + (1 + a - x) y’ 
requires more than one boundary condition at x = 0 in order to be self-adjoint. The 
more negative (I, the more boundary conditions required. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Laguerre differential operator ly = xy” + (1 + a - x) y’ is formally 
self-adjoint with weight xae-*. When a > 5, the boundary value problem on 
[0, co) is in the limit point case at both 0 and co, and so no boundary 
conditions are required in order for I to be self-adjoint in L2([0, co); xaemx). 
When -1 < a < f, however, the boundary value problem is in the limit circle 
case at 0, and so a boundary condition is needed in order for 1 to generate a 
self-adjoint operator in L*([O, co); x”eeX). The boundary condition 
associated with the Laguerre polynomials is 
lii xa+ i [eCX( y’LIp’ - yLI;““)] = lim xa + ‘e-“y’ = 0. 
x-0 
We refer the reader to Fulton [2] for further details. 
Recently [4], the author outlined what occurs when a < -1, 
a # -1, -2, -3 ),... Much of what happens when a > -1 is preserved, 
although L2([0, co); x”ePX) must be replaced by a Krein space L, generated 
by the inner product 
cy, =) = (-l)’ jmx=+j~,-xy~]cj~ h, 
qa +j+ 1) 0 
where j is determined by -j - 1 < a < -j. It was shown in [4] that the space 
L is the direct sum of two subspaces, a positive subspace L+ and a negative 
subspace L-, defined as follows: 
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When j= 2k, L+ is spanned by {Lz’}:=O and (L(,n)}TEj+, , while L- is 
spanned by {Lg:,}f:d. When j=2k- 1, L+ is spanned by (LE’}fZd, and 
L- is spanned by {Lei,}f:,L and {L1p”}~zj+, . In either case, iffis in L, 
f= F WT’) L(U) 
“yo n!(a + l), n . 
The article [4] then outlined how 1 generates a self-adjoint operator 9 in 
L, but in so doing, omitted a discussion of the boundary conditions 
necessary to replace that given in the limit circle cases -1 < a < 4. Indeed, 
for a < -1, a kind of limit circle case problem still occurs, but is 
considerably more complicated. It is rather unlike any situation encountered 
before. It is a direct result of the j-fold differentiation occurring in the inner 
product (., .>. 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
An easy computation shows that if W = y’i - ~3, xn +j(e-x(Fly - 
,,,,}(A = Ixa+i+ 1 (e-?V)(j)]‘. Consequently if ly and lz are in L, the 
traditional Green’s formula is replaced by 
(ly, 2) - (y, 12) = -Fli [xa+i+‘(e-XW)‘j’]. 
In order for 1 to have a self-adjoint restriction, symmetric boundary 
conditions must be imposed on y and z which make the right side vanish. An 
examination of the right side reveals that the zeroth through (j + 1)st 
derivatives of y and z are involved, and so the problem is analogous to what 
occurs when examining a (j + .2)nd order expression [ 11. If we let 
Y = (y, y’,..., ~(j+‘))~ and 2 = (z, z’,..., z (j+‘))r then the right side is 
expressible as Z*AY, where * denotes conjugate transpose, and A is the 
appropriate (j + 2) x (j + 2) constant matrix formed from the coefficients. 
The situation is different for even and odd j. If j = 2m - 2, the matrix A 
has rank 2m. Consequently m boundary values are required. When both y 
and z satisfy these conditions Z*A Y = 0. 
If j = 2m - 1, the matrix A still has rank 2m, and again m boundary 
conditions are required to constrain both y and z. 
The statements above are well illustrated by exhibiting A when 
j= 0, 1, 2, 3: They are 
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What boundary conditions are appropriate? If y and z are Laguerre 
polynomials, analogy with the limit circle case shows 
B,(Y) = $ x a+j+l[e-xW[y, Lpi]](j) = 0, 
i = l,..., m are necessary. Since {B,} f”= i applied to general y and z form a 
complete set of boundary values, these conditions are also sufficient [ 11. In 
summary we state: 
THEOREM. Let D denote those elements y in L, for which ly is also in L, 
and which satisfy Biy = 0, i = I,..., m. Then IT Y is defined by setting 
9y = ly for all y in D, 9 is self-adjoint in K. 
Proof. Minor modifications in standard arguments (see [3]) show that 
the form of 4p* is given by 1. Since 
(L/y,,)- (y,;iP*z)=Z*AY 
= it1 ~@)B,(Y) - 2 B,(z)Ai(~h 
i=l 
where Ai are the appropriate complementary boundary conditions, it is easily 
seen that Bi(z) = 0, i = l,..., m. 
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